P. Daniel Burns - nominated by the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering for the Stirling Medal

Dan Burns is being recognized for his contribution of over forty years of generous service to the engineering profession at the local and national levels and in particular for leadership in the EIC Honours, Awards and Fellowships (HAF) Committee.

In 2012, Dan completed his seven-year tenure as Chairman of the Committee. During his tenure as Chairman of the EIC's HAF Committee, Dan provided the inspiration and encouragement so essential to the successful outcome of the endeavours of a multi-member advisory committee. When Dan left the Committee, it was a well run organization, with a clear governance structure and a vision. The net result of his contribution to the EIC was the flawless triage, analysis and ultimately recognition of hundreds of Canadian engineers.

Dan also greatly contributed to the engineering profession by serving in several capacities following registration as a Professional Engineer, as well his active participation in volunteer activities.

Tonight, the EIC is honoured to confer this most deserved accolade.

Ladies and gentlemen, and Madam President, as the Recipient of the Stirling Medal, please welcome Dan Burns.